
I am mr. Arun Giri son of Mr. Kraipalal  Giri and Mrs.  Shyama Giri a permanent  resident of 

Dang Ghorahi-10 ,Milan Chowk Nepal and temporary resisdent of Subidha  Nagar Kathmandu 

,Nepal.  

Statement of Purpose 

I have completed school  leaving certificate expiation from Sagarmatha Awasiya Ma vi 

JAwalakhel with 65.63% score in 2009 and I have completed the two years (+2)Management  in 

the examination of Higher Secondary Education Board in 2011 with the second division securing 

47.30%and I have recently studying my bachelor in Bschmctt in Padma Shree College in Third 

Semester. 

From my early childhood till today, my most remarkable characteristics have been my curiosity 

to learn new topics. Mt keen interest for learning new ideas, when combined with my inner 

desire to reach a degree of excellence in every piece of work I perform enabled me to acquire 

significant knowledge on various aspects of nature and technology, as well as leading me 

through a successful educational career. Personal satisfaction also plays a key role in my career 

decision. I enjoy acquiring new skills and information, which help me to adapt to the fast 

changing world, as well as piqué my interest in innovation. In addition, a career with open 

prospects would give me constant incentive to improve myself and to gain more knowledge. 

After achieving good results in SLC (School Leaving Certificate)I have started my career in 

management faculty in +2 level in Deepshikha Awasiya H S School so that I could continue  my 

study career  in management after in padma Shree College affiliated to the Punjab Technical 

University to proceed my studying career in bachelor in Hotel Management and recently 

Studying in Third Semester. 

As far as I know about  Aleksandras Stulginskis University (ASU)   is an International recognized 

European level University for studies in unlimited fields. It has a excellence of academic, 

organization .scientific, infrastructure and other many sectors. The most valuable and inspiring 

thing of ASU for me is the degree from ASU is accepted all over the world. The degree of ASU 

also plays a great role to me to achieve the necessary knowledge and acquire skills to my 



management field and many more. Thus I believe studying in ASU in Lithuania will help to get 

the knowledge and skills and ideas in order for me to work in the management sectors in my 

country Nepal and provide the effortful service to my nation. 

From my life career I am always keen to improve my career in the management field which is 

BSCHMCTT (hotel management). For this I am always working hard to gain my goal. Thus to 

achieve all the basic requirement  and skills needed for the management course, achieving a 

degree in this course would play the most vital role to built up my career and this eager me 

forward to the best  BHM course successfully. 

 I always want to study in a peaceful environment where all the facilities and technologies are 

there for my practical service and knowledge. The place I am staying does not evolve all the 

required equipments and facilities required to the Hotel Management course. And the polluted 

environment of dust and noise and the most disturbing fact is the traffic conjunction that has 

been blocking my way to achieve my goals and making my career .Therefore ,I m not getting 

sufficient help from any other universities in Nepal. 

The thing I loved most about ASU is the natural and peaceful environment and the required 

facilities and the new technology required to a hardworking student. I have also cheeked  the 

website of ASU in Lithuania from where I came to know it’s the University which provides the 

true sense and the true inspiration. Lithuania is the second greenest country with peaceful 

environment where the students can concentrate on their study properly . Also living an 

independent to handle  my academic and personal life as international student I believe, it will 

teach me time and resource management to handle my academic and personal life and 

improve myself in various activities so that I can adopt a new lifestyle an enjoy my visit  and 

stay in Lithuania. 

 

Therefore, with the hope I am applying temporary visa. I will never want to miss the golden 

opportunity of ASU to complete my course in management .Hoping that you will help me make 

my career and future by giving me the visa. SO it will be a great owner if my visa is granted. 

Thank You, 

 Arun Giri 


